
AidRigs Industrial Parts & MRO Solutions
AidRigs has delivered industrial, heavy equipment, and automotive and machinery 
spares and solutions to over fifty countries globally. What makes AidRigs different is 
our ability to be your go-to supplier for all the parts you need to maintain your machin-
ery and improve your bottom line.  We work hand-in-hand with local market represen-
tatives who ensure smooth customs and importation processes, take references and 
deliver personally, and are available on call when you need a trusted partner nearby.  
Our expertise is delivering where no one else can.
Beyond preventive maintenance spares kits we do much more, from supplying indus-
trial filtration assemblies, machinery and component assemblies directly from over 
30 manufacturers and we are also paving the way towards sustainability in support-
ing local businesses near your operations and protecting the environment.  To save 
your operations money, AidRigs offers a double guarantee on non-OEM spares, 
where we pay you double parts back for any failure or replace it with the OEM original 
for free!

Contact Information

Take advantage of our presence and capabilities!  Request a sample to understand 
what we sell.  We work primarily with Made in USA and EU suppliers and manufac-
turers for engine parts, and have partners making copies in the USA of OEM engine 
components at half the cost of original OEM parts. And of course, we can offer the 
best prices on the OEM originals. We guarantee everything we sell. 

Contact us to learn more or for a quote on info@aidrigs.com

Services
Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed
TCO / MRO Calculations and Analysis
Used and Remanufactured Reman Parts Comparisons Available
Free Alternative Spares Samples 
Replacement Scheduling and Order Reminders
Order Financing
Electrification Transition Support and Infrastructure
Easy     WhatsApp Chat Interface

AidRigs' automotive and fleet management 
roles include projects over 25 years on four 
continents for over fifty organizations,   
saving nearly a billion dollars in operational 
costs in the process. 

Matthew Bader (USA)
     mj@aidrigs.com
     +1-619-400-9001

Sherif Salambere (West Africa)
     sas@aidrigs.com
     +226 79 02 48 49

Virgil Tonangoye (Central Africa)
     vto@aidrigs.com
     +241 04 80 74 48

www.aidrigs.com

Spare Part Solutions 
Spares Kit Subscriptions (no lead time, spares in country when you need them)
Double-Guarantee Alternative Parts
Consigned Spares in Your Own Location
Urgent Global Overnights for Broken Down Equipment
Customized Made in USA Spares
Service & Support Technicians Available Globally
Local Small Business Billing and Payment Options


